ViSTAFAE: A Visual Speech-Training Aid with Feedback of Articulatory Efforts
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Abstract

An app is presented as a speech-training aid for providing visual feedback of articulatory efforts using information obtained from the utterances' audiovisual recording. It has two panels to enable comparison between the articulatory efforts of the learner and the teacher or a pre-recorded reference speaker. The visual feedback consists of a slow-motion animation of lateral vocal tract shape, level, and pitch, and time-aligned display of the frontal view of the speaker's face along with playback of the time-scaled speech signal. The app comprises a graphical user interface and modules for signal acquisition, analysis, and animation. It is developed using Python as a Windows-based app and may be accessed remotely through a web browser.

Index Terms: articulatory feedback, speech-training aid, vocal tract animation

1. Introduction

In hearing-impaired children, lack of auditory feedback hinders the acquisition of speech production despite functional articulatory organs. Speech training involves repeated utterances of syllables, words, word clusters, and sentences by the learner and corrective feedback by the teacher. A mirror is often used for visual feedback. It shows movement of the external articulators (lips, jaw) but not that of the internal articulators (tongue, vocal tract shape, glottis), and it does not provide information on level and pitch. Several computer-based aids with a dynamic display of acoustic parameters (level, voicing, pitch, spectral features, etc.) and articulatory parameters (movements of lips, jaw, tongue, etc.) have been reported for speech training [1]–[6]. However, most speech therapists and special education teachers prefer to use gestures with repeated and extended articulations. It has been suggested that the usefulness of the aids can be improved by minimizing the level of details on the display, highlighting the key articulatory efforts, adapting the feedback to the learning level, and enhancing the feedback with complementary information [7].

After interactions with the therapists and teachers to understand the difficulties experienced by them in using speech-training aids, an aid was developed with a two-panel display for a slow-motion animation of the lateral vocal tract shape with indicators for the level and the pitch [8]. The two-panel design enables the teacher and learner to visually compare the articulatory efforts, avoids a need for repetitive articulation by the teacher, and facilitates distant learning with pre-recorded utterances of a reference speaker. It was suggested during further interactions that the aid should also show lip movement by displaying the speaker's face and that a time-scaled speech playback could help children with hearing aids or cochlear implants [9]. An aid with these features may also be helpful for improving the pronunciation of second-language learners and speech rehabilitation therapy.

We present ViSTAFAE (Visual Speech-Training Aid with Feedback of Articulatory Efforts) developed as a two-panel aid with slow-motion animation of the lateral vocal tract shape, level and pitch indicators, time-aligned display of the frontal view of the speaker's face, and playback of time-scaled speech. It is a Windows-based app, comprising signal acquisition, analysis, and animation modules integrated with a graphical user interface (GUI). The second section describes the app features, followed by the app implementation in the third section and the conclusion in the last section.

2. App Features

The app has two panels: (i) for the utterances of the learner and (ii) for those of the teacher or a pre-recorded reference speaker. It provides animation of the lateral vocal tract shape, level, and pitch. It also provides a time-aligned display of the frontal view of the speaker's face so that the learner can relate them together. For facilitating the learning process, the rate of slow-motion animation can be changed with the learning level. It also provides playback of time-scaled speech that may be helpful for children with hearing aids or cochlear implants. The app is developed using Python to facilitate its distribution for machines with different operating systems. It works using the machine's audio and video peripherals without additional hardware. It is usable as a standalone app or as a server-based solution accessed remotely using a web browser.

3. App Implementation

The app is implemented as a GUI integrated with three modules: (i) audiovisual signal acquisition (Signal), (ii) signal analysis for obtaining the information related to articulatory efforts (Analysis), and (iii) slow-motion animation of invisible articulatory efforts with time-aligned video of the speaker's face and speech playback (Animation). The screen is split into two panels with two vertical control bars for module selection and a bottom horizontal toolbar along with a central vertical toolbar for controlling the display features. Colors for all sections of the screen are user-settable.

The Signal module is used for recording an utterance or accessing a pre-recorded utterance. The recording duration can be up to 10 s, for flexible utterance timing, repeated utterances to adjust the level, etc. The audio signal is recorded at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz with the waveform displayed.
using color bands indicating the volume as low, acceptable, and high. The video of the speaker’s face is simultaneously recorded at 10 frames/s with markings in the frame for positioning the face. Each panel has graphical controls to record and playback the audiovisual signal, open and save the signal file, and select a segment for analysis and animation.

The Analysis module analyzes the selected signal segment to obtain the information related to articulatory efforts. The pitch estimation uses glottal epoch detection with the Hilbert envelope for excitation enhancement as in [10]. The lateral vocal tract shape estimation uses Wakita’s LP-based inverse filtering [11] with analysis window positioning for improved estimation consistency [12]. The shape is obtained as a set of area values for 20-ms frames and 5-ms frameshift. Cubic B-spline interpolation is used to obtain twenty area values uniformly placed along the oral cavity length. Time-scaled speech signals are obtained using the synchronous overlap-add with fixed synthesis (SOLAFS) method as in [13]. The video frames are processed for face detection using Viola-Jones algorithm [14] and resized to emphasize lip movement. The module displays the speech signal, level, pitch, spectrogram, and 2D plot of time-varying vocal tract area function as an ‘areagram’ [15]. The spectrum and area values of either panel can be read by moving the cursor.

The Animation module provides a variable-rate animation of the lateral vocal tract shape, level and pitch indicators, and time-aligned playback of video of the speaker’s face and speech signal. A mid-sagittal view of the head, as in [2], with area between the fixed upper curve (comprising upper lip, upper teeth, and palate) and moving lower curve (comprising lower lip, lower teeth, and tongue) is used for vocal tract animation. The maximum constriction can be optionally marked. The display at the selected animation rate is obtained by downsampling the analysis results available at 200 frames/s and upsampling the video frames available at 10 frames/s. Time-scaled speech signal is used for time-aligned audio playback. Specific graphical controls are provided for customizing the display of level and pitch bars (horizontal, vertical, off), maximum constriction marker (on, off), the animation face (man, woman, boy, girl), the face orientation (left, right), video (on, off), and slowdown factor for the animation rate (1, 2, 5, 10, 20). Two cursors control the start and stop positions of the animation. There is a provision for simultaneous animation in the two panels. A screenshot of the app during animation is shown in Fig. 1, and a demonstration of the app is available in [16].

4. Conclusions

ViSTAFAE has been developed as an app for visual feedback of key articulatory efforts based on the information obtained from audiovisual recordings. It has been tested for its functionalities and user interface. The approximate processing time for generating the animation is twice the segment duration, and the implementation should be revised to reduce this time. The app has to be evaluated for speech training of hearing-impaired children, improving the pronunciation of unfamiliar sounds by second-language learners, and speech rehabilitation therapy for level and intonation control.
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![Figure 1: Screenshot of the app during animation.](image-url)